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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions.

1. (a) State and explain Hall's effect ? Derive

expression for Hall's voltage. 8
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8. (a) Write notes on the following terms in

detail :

(i) Instruction set

(ii) Interrupts

(iii) Addressing nodes. 9

(b) Enlist the 8085 Microprocessor

architecture main features in detail. 6
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(b) Explain characteristics of Zener Diode.

Explain Zener diode as a voltage

regulator. 7

2. (a) Explain with suitable diagram the

working of p-n junction diode in :

(i) open circuit

(ii) in reverse bias and in forward bias

conditions. 8

(b) Construct a Cascaded BJT amplifier (RC

coupled) and explain the same in detail.

7

3. (a) Write a note on op-amp as a differentiator

and integrator with applicable block

diagram in detail. 9

(b) Construct a summing amplifier circuit and

derive its output voltage in detail. 6

4. (a) Define series voltage regulation with neat

and clean block diagram and circuitry.7

(b) Define OP-AMP series Regulator in detail

with appropriate circuit diagram. 8

5. (a) Explain concept of the following number

systems with example :

Binary, Octal and Hexadecimal and their

conversion. 9

(b) Express the boolean function F = A +

BC in a sum of minterms. 6

6. Explain the working and principle of the

following measuring instruments with neat and

clean block diagram :

(a) Function generator

(b) DMM (Digital Multimeter). 7+8

7. (a) Why we need of modulation ? Explain

techniques involved in Pulse modulation

(PM). 8

(b) Define Frequency Modulation and

demodulation in detail with output

waveforms. 7
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